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The vertebrate genome is built of long DNA regions, relatively homogeneous in GC content, which likely 
correspond to bands on stained chromosomes. Large differences in composition have been found among 
DNA regions belonging to the same genome. They are paralleled by differences in codon usage in genes 
differently localized. The hypothesis presented here asserts that these differences in composition are caused 
by different mutational bias of c( and p DNA polymerases, these polymerases being involved to different 
extents in the repair of DNA lesions in compact and relaxed chromatin, respectively, in germline cells. 
Molecular clock; Chromosome banding; Codon usage; Repair fidelity 
The earliest demonstration of compartments in mostly in GC-rich DNA regions while the AT-rich 
the genetic material of vertebrates came with the exons are found in the AT-rich regions. 
observation of bands on stained chromosomes. Understandably, the codon usage is correlated 
Later it was found that the DNAs in these bands with the composition of exons: the GC-rich genes 
differ in composition and in timing of replication. are coded preferentially by GC-rich codons and 
The dark Giemsa bands contain AT-rich DNA and AT-rich genes by the AT-rich codons [4]. An im- 
replicate in late S phase of the cell cycle. The GC- portant feature of the GC-rich genes is the 
rich, dark Reverse bands replicate in early S [l-3]. presence of compositional islands rich in CpG 
On the other hand, studies at the molecular level dinucleotides close to their 5 ‘-ends [&lo]. This is 
by density gradient centrifugation [4], electron an indication that these genes are partially 
microscopy [5] or sequence analysis [6,7] revealed undermethylated and available for transcription in 
considerable uniformity of composition of DNA the germline [lo]. Studies on localization of genes 
molecules. Usually segments of 3 kb or longer, and their time of replication provide a link between 
randomly chosen from a DNA region of several the results obtained at the molecular and 
dozen or even several hundred kilo base pairs, all ultrastructural levels. GC-rich exons carried by 
have similar GC contents. At the same time there GC-rich DNA regions are located in GC-rich 
are large differences in composition between dif- Reverse chromosomal bands, while AT-rich exons 
ferent DNA regions in the same genome. It was carried by AT-rich DNA regions are located in the 
also found that the GC-rich exons are located AT-rich Giemsa bands [l 11. 
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A hypothesis was put forward that these two 
distinct genomic compartments, AT-rich and GC- 
rich, contain tissue-specific genes and housekeep- 
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ing genes, respectively, and that they differ in the 
mechanism of the regulation of transcription [ 1 I]. 
An accumulation of GC base pairs in the DNA 
through a positive Darwinian selection which 
would compensate for the effect of higher body 
temperature on the DNA and RNA secondary 
structure might explain the increase in GC content 
in coding sequences in warm-blooded vertebrates 
as compared with cold-blooded vertebrates [4]. It 
does not, however, account for the high GC level 
in nontranscribed sequences in these organisms. It 
seems likely that the compositional compartments 
containing either GC-rich or AT-rich DNA diverg- 
ed because of an accumulation of mutations com- 
positionally biased but neutral for the most part in 
their selective value. The differences in composi- 
tion may have resulted from the fact that the re- 
laxed and compact chromatin loops carrying 
transcriptionally competent and incompetent genes 
(see [12] for recent review), respectively, are con- 
trolled in germline cells by different repair systems. 
The error-prone repair system acts on DNA in 
relaxed chromatin regions which in the germline is 
partially undermethylated, is GC-rich and carries 
CpG-rich islands. The DNA in compact chromatin 
in the germline cells is AT-rich and is controlled by 
a less error-prone repair system, differently biased. 
the condensed chromatin persist long enough to be 
repaired by the a! DNA polymerase during DNA 
replication. Two observations corroborate this 
assumption. One is a very low level of LY 
polymerase activity before the beginning and after 
the end of the S phase of the cell cycle [18]. The 
other is the total absence of the a polymerase ac- 
tivity in cells in which DNA does not replicate but 
in which it is transcribed [14]. The repair of DNA 
lesions in transcriptionally active chromatin is thus 
assured byfl DNA polymerase, at least in the cases 
where u polymerase is inactive. On the other hand, 
the condensed, transcriptionally inactive chroma- 
tin is generally less accessible than relaxed, 
transcriptionally active to nucleolytic enzymes, 
thus it is probably also less accessible to the p 
polymerase. Different involvement of the u and p 
polymerases in the repair of relaxed and compact 
chromatin, respectively, might also be caused by 
different kinds of lesions to which the DNA is ex- 
posed in these two chromatin compartments. 
Experimental data which support this model are 
the following. 
(i) It was found that active genes and the se- 
quences flanking these genes are repaired 5-times 
faster than the lesions in the transcriptionally inac- 
tive DNA in which they persist unrepaired for 
hours [13]. 
(iii) Comparison of the point mutations caused 
by chicken and rat p DNA polymerases has been 
carried out by Kunkel [19]. Examination of his 
data reveals that the rat enzyme when making 
mistakes replaces AT base pairs by GC base pairs 
as frequently as the reverse while the chicken en- 
zyme causes point mutations biased in the ratio 
3 : 2 towards the enrichment in GC content of the 
newly synthesized DNA strand. Different p 
polymerases are thus differently biased and these 
differences may explain why the rat genome shows 
a lower percentage of very GC-rich DNA se- 
quences than the chicken genome [20,21]. 
(ii) Although the details of the repair processes (iv) Accumulation of mutations during evolu- 
in the higher organisms are far from being tion (the ‘molecular clock ticking’) is not uniform 
understood, it is fairly well established that the en- throughout the genome even in DNA regions 
zyme responsible for DNA repair-related polynu- which do not seem to carry any specific genetic in- 
cleotide synthesis is the ,& DNA polymerase [14]. formation. The noncoding sequences in the AT- 
The CY DNA polymerase is a main replicating en- rich fl-globin gene are evolutionarily conserved 
zyme (review [ 151). Both enzymes, however, are in- while the noncoding sequences in the @-globin gene 
volved in repair of DNA lesions to different cluster have diverged almost entirely in mammals 
extents depending on the type of lesion [ 161. The cy [22]: the a-globin type genes in mammals are GC- 
and ,& DNA polymerases are characterized by a rich and contain CpG-rich islands which correlates 
very different transcriptional fidelity, the ,& being with their partial undermethylation, availability to 
much more error-prone than the cy (at least in vitro transcription and relaxed conformation of the 
[17]). According to the hypothesis discussed here, chromatin carrying this gene cluster in the germline 
the repair of DNA lesions in relaxed chromatin cells. This gene cluster thus seems to be under the 
structures is assured mainly by the error-prone p control of the error-prone repair system while the 
polymerase, while at least some of the lesions in repair of the AT-rich @globin gene cluster is 
185 
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probably assured mainly by the error-proof u 
polymerase. Similar high conservation of non- 
coding sequences in another AT-rich gene was 
reported by Marinaga et al. [23]. 
(v) Different codon usage in different genes in 
the same organism is quite common [24]. Among 
several constraints and biases shaping the coding 
sequences during evolution, the bias caused by the 
exposure to various repair systems in the germline 
is likely to have considerable influence on the 
codon usage. An example of genes belonging to the 
W-rich a-globin gene cluster and much less GC- 
rich @globin gene cluster in mammals is, also in 
this case, a very informative one. Genes belonging 
to these clusters are expressed in the same cells so 
there are no differences in the tRNA pools which 
might influence the codon usage. The proteins en- 
coded by these genes do not seem to be so different 
as to impose any differential functional constraint 
on the codon usage. Accumulation of the GC-rich 
codons in the cu-globin gene and less GC-rich 
codons in the fi-globin gene resulted from an ex- 
posure to different repair systems in germline cells 
according to the presented hypothesis. It is 
worthwhile to note that the cr-globin gene in 
chicken has more Gs and Cs in the codon third 
positions than the corresponding gene in mouse 
which is predicted by the differences in the muta- 
tional biases of the rodent and avian P 
polymerases . 
Verification of the presented hypothesis can be 
made by studying the chromatin structure-related 
repair processes in the germline cells. The idea, 
however, that different fidelity and different muta- 
tional bias of the two main DNA polymerases is 
responsible for most of the heterogeneity of the 
vertebrate DNA appears to fit well the available 
data and also the generally accepted model of the 
chromatin structure. It is therefore important to 
examine very carefully estimates of genetic 
distances between species which have been based 
on nucleotide substitution data. This caution is 
especially necessary when comparing GC-rich 
genes with an AT-rich one or when comparing 
genes from very diverse organisms [25] such as 
plants (which have neither fi DNA polymerase nor 
a germline), insects (which do not have the P 
polymerase) and vertebrates (which have both). 
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